
 

Applying deep-learning AI to X-rays helps
find explosives in luggage
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Schematic of edge-illumination x-ray imaging. This is shown in panel a, with a
zoom-up on the region between the two x-ray masks in panel b (without object).
The x-ray beam is split into a plurality of beamlets by a pre-sample mask (M1).
These are then interrogated by a second, analyser mask (M2) placed before the
detector, which allows assessing their reduction in intensity (attenuation signal),
lateral deflection (refraction signal), broadening (dark-field signal). Credit: 
Nature Communications (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41467-022-32402-0

A team of researchers at University College London, working with a
colleague from Nylers Ltd. and another from XPCI Technology Ltd., has
developed a new way to X-ray luggage to detect small amounts of
explosives. In their paper published in the journal Nature
Communications, the group describes modifying a traditional X-ray
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device and applying a deep-learning application to better detect
explosive materials in luggage.

Prior research has shown that when X-rays strike materials, they produce
tiny bends that vary depending on the type of material. They sought to
take advantage of these bends to create a precision X-ray machine.

The researchers first added a small change to an existing X-ray
machine—a box containing masks, which are sheets of metal with tiny
holes in them. The masks serve to split the X-ray beam into multiple
smaller beams. The researchers then used the device to scan a variety of
objects containing embedded explosive materials and fed the results to a
deep-learning AI application. The idea was to teach the machine what
the tiny bends in such materials looked like. Once the machine was
trained, they used it to scan other objects with embedded explosives to
see if it could identify them. The researchers found their machine to be
100% accurate under lab settings.

The researchers note that the machine was able to detect bends as tiny as
a single microradian, which is approximately one 20,000th of a degree.
They suggest that in addition to being useful to transportation security
personnel, their technique might also be altered slightly for use in other
applications such as medicine. They believe it could also be trained to
find tumors that are too tiny to detect using conventional testing devices,
or to find tiny cracks in buildings or on airplane surfaces.

  More information: T. Partridge et al, Enhanced detection of threat
materials by dark-field x-ray imaging combined with deep neural
networks, Nature Communications (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41467-022-32402-0
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https://techxplore.com/tags/explosive+materials/
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-32402-0
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